
As we all know, technology has become the key to our world, and the internet has become a very
important foundation in society, making life on Earth easier and simpler. My interest in Computer
Science grew to a new level after the 2030 vision. As a child growing up in a developing environment
and one of the most innovative countries, Saudi Arabia, with new and upcoming projects and
programs that piqued my interest such as The Line and Neom because of the contribution of
technology and computer science to these new developments, I decided to venture deeper into the
subject by attending events in various fields that would help me investigate further into the subject I
want to study.

I am eager to learn more about development and would like to focus more on developing tools,
systems, and processes. I understand complex theories rapidly because I love math and
programming languages. I have a lot of creative ideas and projects that I expect to finish. to help
further my understanding of the subject I Attended conventions such as (SPE) society of petroleum
engineers, which discussed the development of engineering, technologies, and sustainability. Or by
taking trips to destinations like King Abdullah City For Atomic And Renewable Energy, as I was keen to
learn more about energy and computer science within renewable energy but also how technologies
that contribute to the environment. And how it could assist to advance and improve our future
societies. Also, by reading articles in courses such as the Misk five essential skills in cyber security,
which discusses operating with software, hidden codes, digital forsenics, as well as firewalls, and also
by listening to podcasts concerning AI such as the one by Dr. Najwa Alghamdi through Misk about
Artificial intelligence and systems, which spoke about the new era of technology and how to utilize AI
to better human life and make tasks easier, which is a main goal of the 2030 vision.

In my final year of high school, I received a 99% and graduated in 2021. I am driven to be the best and
a leader at what I do. Im eager to learn and grow in my field. I aspire to begin with this world changing
major and work my way up as my career and knowledge progress. I want to look for opportunities and
projects that will allow me to work with like-minded individuals and contribute to their success, and
create my own.


